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APPEAL PANEL DECISION FORM 

I. CLAIMANT AND CLAIM INFORMATION 

Last/Name of Business First 

Claimant Name 

Claimant ID Claim ID 

Claim Type 

Law Firm 

II. DECISION 

Middle 

Select t he Compensation Amount set forth in either BP's Final Proposal or the Claimant's Final Proposal as the 
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your decision. 

Compensation Amount $0 

D BP's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

Compensation Amount $179,235.56 

D Claimant's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

IZI Remand to Claims Administrator 

III. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANEUST DECISION 

Please select the primary basis for your decision. You may also write a comment describing the basis for your 
decision. 

IZI Error in documentation review. 

D Error in calculation. 

D Error in RTP multiplier. 

D Error in Prior Spill-Related Payment Amount. 

D No error. 

Comment (optional) 

See written reasons uploaded 



CLAIMANT: 
CLAIM ID: 

Claimant is a multi-facility laundry service based in , 
- (Zone D). The Settlement Program (SP) awarded Claimant the sum of 
$179,235.56 (pre - 0.25 RTP). BP appeals. 

BP's appeal concerns a drastic, one time revenue drop at Claimant's 
- facility in December of 2010. BP asserts that without the abrupt decline in 
that month at the facility, Claimant would not meet the causations requirements 
Exhibit 4B of the Settlement Agreement. 

BP points out that in 2010, Claimant recorded average monthly revenue at 
the involved facility of approximately $39,000.00. In the first 11 months of 2010, 
Claimant's monthly revenue ranged $48,737.00 to $35,774.00. Yet, in December 
2010, Claimant's alleged revenue fell to less than $5,000.00. No other month from 
2007 to 2011 shows revenue approaching such a low level. BP asserts that 
Claimant only satisfied the upturn portion of Exhibit 4B's V-Shaped Revenue Pattern 
Test for a single three month period from October to December when Claimant's 
revenue increased by 18.3% from 2010 to 2011. Thus, it is important to determine 
what happened to Claimant's revenue in December 2010. 

The SP apparently recognized the December 2010 decrease but only inquired 
about expense increases in that month. The record reflects no inquiring by the SP 
about the drastic, unprecedented drop in revenue in December 2010. 

Regrettably, despite the Claimant being awarded the total sum of over 
$227,000.00, Claimant's counsel filed nothing in the record on appeal to attempt to 
justify and protect the award . 

To be clear, the issue here is not whether Claimant's revenue is properly 
matched to its expenses. The issue here is the legitimacy of Claimant's December 
2010 data. 

This Panelist fully understands the delay and expense that a remand causes. 
However, a remand is clearly warranted in this case. Accordingly, this matter is 
remanded to the SP to further investigate Claimant's reported revenue in 
December, 2010. 




